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1 INTRODUCTION
Skiplists, or skip lists, have been �rst introduced by William Pugh in [76]. Pugh’s paper coins
the term “skip list", but with its popularity, it has become one word and has been termed the
“skiplist" in later papers. Since then, the skiplist has become ubiquitous, not only as a probabilistic
data structure that is of theoretical interest, but rather as a practical data structure that has been
used widely in many systems. The main advantages of skiplists are their simplicity and ease of
implementation, and the ability to support operations in the same asymptotic complexities as their
tree-based counterparts.

In this paper, we survey the skiplist, its variants, and its applications in various systems including
big data systems. In Section 2, we present basics of the skiplist, its structure, and its correspond-
ing algorithms for insert, delete, and search. Section 3 compares and contrasts the skiplist with
the B/B+-tree. Section 4 presents skiplist variants that support concurrent operations. Section 5
introduces a taxonomy for skiplists and the versatile uses of skiplists in various big data systems.
Sections 6-8 overview deterministic skiplists, skiplist adaptivity to data access patterns, and several
skiplist optimizations, respectively. Section 9 presents skiplists as customized for speci�c hardware
platforms. Sections 10-12 survey skiplists for the multi-dimensional space, interval skiplists, and
skiplist realizations of priority queues, respectively. Finally, Section 14 concludes the paper.
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2 SKIPLIST BASICS
In this section, we present the skiplist basics. First, we review the structure of a skiplist. Then, we
discuss how insert, delete, and search operations are performed in the skiplist and the cost analysis
associated with each operation. Next, we present common extensions and optimizations associated
with the basic skiplist. In Section 5, we explain these extensions in more detail when we discuss
variants of the skiplist.

2.1 Basic Structure
Refer to Figure 1a for illustration. The skiplist is a probabilistic data structure that consists of
multiple levels, where each level contains a linked list of nodes and pointers. Levels are numbered
bottom up from one to 8 (8 > 1). Level-1 is a linked list connecting all the data items in sorted order.
In level-8 (8 > 1), a fraction ? (? 2 (0, 1)) of the nodes in level-8 also appear in level-(8 + 1) pointers.
In [76], Pugh uses ? = 1/2. Each node has at most one forward pointer per level pointing to its
successor (right sibling) in the same level. The header of the skiplist has forward pointers; one per
level. When the skiplist is empty, all forward pointers of the header point to NIL. A node with :
forward pointers is referred to as a Level : node. Given a node, its level is randomly chosen when it
is inserted into the skiplist. The number of levels is capped by a constant MaxLevel that Pugh [76]
suggests to use log1/?# (# is an upper bound of the number of elements in the skiplist). Figure 1a
gives an example of a skiplist containing seven elements with ? = 1/2. We show how operations
are conducted over skiplists in the next section.
As in Figure 2, a skiplist can be logically divided into two parts: the index layers, and the data

layer. Each query passes through the index layers, and then reaches the data layer. The role of
index layers is to route each query to the data layer in$ (log=) time complexity. On the other hand,
the data layer stores the actual data (key and data), whereas the index layers only store key values
used for routing purposes.

2.2 Operations and Cost Analysis
2.2.1 The Search Operation. Search starts from the topmost level (maximum level available) and
follows the forward pointers to reach the searched item. At each node, the search key is compared
with the key of the node. If the node key is the same as the search key, then the value is returned. If
the node key is greater than the search key, the search process goes back to the previous node and
moves one level below and follows the same process. In Figure 1b, if the search key is 33, the search
process starts from the header, then to Nodes 21, 25, and �nally reaches Node 33. If the search key
is 15, the search checks Node 12 �rst, then Node 21, and then goes down of Node 12, and �nally
reaches Node 15.

The cost of search is proportional to the search path of the key. The expected average length of a
search path is $ (log=), where the list has = elements. The detailed analysis is provided in [76].

Algorithm 1 Determine Height of Node
procedure G��N���H�����

;4E4;  1
while A0=3><() < ? and ;4E4; < "0G!4E4; do ù A0=3><() returns a random value in [0...1)

;4E4; = ;4E4; + 1
return ;4E4;

2.2.2 The Insert Operation. To insert a new data item, we �rst determine its height⌘ by Algorithm 1.
Then, we start to search for the key in the skiplist following the search procedure as in the previous
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(a) The basic skiplist

(b) Search 15 and 33 in the skiplist

(c) Insert 23 into the skiplist

(d) Delete 15 from the skiplist

(e) A�er insertion of 23
(f) A�er deletion of
15

Fig. 1. Skiplist and its basic operations

Fig. 2. Layers in Skiplist

section. However, if the height of the key is greater than one, pointers need to be modi�ed in
multiple levels. We record the pointers of the rightmost node that is to the left of the inserted node
in levels-8 (8 <= ⌘) during the search phase, and update these pointers to re�ect the insertion. In
Figure 1c, suppose key 23 is inserted and its height returned by Algorithm 1 is 1, after creating
Node 23, we need to update the pointer of its level-1 predecessor. Thus, Node 21 points to Node 23
as shown in Figure 1e. The expected average cost is the same as search as it takes extra constant
time to update pointers after the search.
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2.2.3 The Delete Operation. The delete operation is similar to the insert operation. When the
search key is found, pointers are modi�ed to re�ect the deletion, as illustrated in Figure 1d. If the
delete key is 15, the forward pointer of its predecessor, i.e., Node 12 needs to be modi�ed and the
resulting node is shown in Figure 1f.

2.2.4 The Range Search Operation. Range search is supported in the skiplist. Given a range [start-
key, end-key], we search for start-key in the skiplist in the bottom level, then all the keys within the
range can be found by following the bottom linked list.

2.3 Analysis of p
The value of ? determines the possibility of a node to be promoted to a higher level. When ? = 1/2,
about half of the nodes in level-8 are promoted to level-(8 + 1). If we decrease ? , the search time
increases while memory usage is decreased [76]. Pugh suggests to use ? = 1/2 if the variability in
running time is not of concern, otherwise ? = 1/4 can be used [76].

3 CONTRAST WITH B/B+-TREES
The B-tree has been ubiquitously used in data systems [13, 24]. In this section, we study the mapping
between the skiplist and the B/B+-tree. Given this mapping and the ubiquity of the B-tree, it is
nature for the skiplist to be as popular and as ubiquitous as the B-tree in systems.

3.1 Deterministic Skiplists
One caveat about the probabilistic skiplist is that the worst case costs are unbounded. The deter-
ministic skiplist [68] can provide a bounded cost even in the worst case. Unlike the probabilistic
skiplist, the deterministic one is history-dependent.

Both the 1-2 skiplist and 1-2-3 skiplist [68] are deterministic in that both their average and worst
case performance are bounded by ⇥(lg=). Example of the 1-2-3 skiplist is given in Figure 3a. For a
1-2 skiplist of # elements, there exists 1 or 2 elements at height ⌘ � 1 between any two nodes of
height ⌘ (⌘ > 1). If the forward pointers of a node are stored in an array, when a node grows, a new
array has to be allocated with the pointers being copied. This can result in up to ⇥(lg2=) time for
one insertion [68]. Munro et al. [68] propose an array implementation of the 1-2 skiplist to make
arrays have exponentially increasing sizes. During one insertion, there is at most one array that
needs to be allocated with data being copied [68]. The worst-case cost of search, insert, and delete
are ⇥(lg=) [68]. These operations are explained in Section 6.

3.2 Corresponding Trees
Munro et al. [68] show that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 1-2 skiplist and the
2-3 tree, as well as between the 1-2-3 skiplist in Figure 3a and the 2-3-4 tree in Figure 3b.

The equivalence is formally de�ned by Lamoureux and Nickerson [57] as structural equivalence
and functional equivalence. Structural equivalence requires that data item � and ⌫ are logically
adjacent to each other in both structures. In contrast, functional equivalence means that the worst-
case cost functions are in the same big-$ order of complexity. Two intermediate tree structures
are de�ned in [57]: The Bd-tree and the Bd+-tree. To construct a Bd-tree, we use a 2-3-4 tree, and
connect the tree node with its right sibling if this node has a right sibling. Figure 3c shows a Bd-tree
of order 4 and is equivalent to a B-tree of order 4. The Bd+-tree adds the succeeding key from the
parent node as the rightmost entry in each node shown in Figure 3d.

There are three pair-wise equivalences: B-tree vs. Bd-tree, Bd-tree vs. Bd+-tree, Bd+-tree vs. the
horizontal array format of a deterministic skiplist. Lamoureux et al., [57] prove that a B-tree of order
< is structurally and functionally equivalent to the linked list implementation of a deterministic
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(a) The 1-2-3 skiplist

(b) The 2-3-4 tree

(c) The corresponding Bd-tree

(d) The corresponding Bd+-tree

Fig. 3. The 1-2-3 skiplist and its counterpart tree structures

skiplist of order<. Also, as in Figure 3d, the Bd+-tree is similar to the B;8=: -tree [60], where each
node points to its right sibling. However, there are two di�erences. The Bd+-tree has an extra root
node that contains1. Moreover, each non-leaf node of the Bd+-tree contains an extra key. Showing
the equivalence between the B-tree and the skiplist establishes the foundation that the skiplist can
be used as a database index in place of a B-tree.
A detailed transformation between the skiplist and the binary search tree (BST, for short) is

discussed in [27]. A skiplist can be transformed into a multiway branching search tree with edge
weights (weight indicates the node height di�erence between parent and child nodes), and then
to a BST with edge weights. To achieve a balanced BST, tree rotation is involved. The promotion
(demotion) of a node resulting from an insertion or deletion in the skiplist is also performed by a
rotation in the BST.

4 CONCURRENT SKIPLISTS
Concurrent access and operations to the skiplist can be supported by either lock or lock-free
techniques. Both implementations are possible with linear-scalability [77]. Also, there are variants
of skiplists that support multi-versioning and transactional memory [48, 51, 54, 93]. In the following
subsections, we discuss these techniques in further detail.
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4.1 The Lock-based Skiplist
Pugh [77] uses locks for concurrent access and manipulation of skiplists. Each node maintains an
array of pointers at each level the node spans. The search procedure is the same as the basic skiplist
search algorithm. Insertion starts by �rst searching in level-0 for a node that contains the largest
key that is smaller than the inserted key. After we �nd the node prev (the node after which the new
node is to be inserted), prev is locked and a new node is created, and is inserted after it in level-0.
Next, we determine the height of the node, and increment the height of the new node one step at a
time, and update the previous, new, and next node pointers at that level. We repeat the same step
till we reach the desired height. Similarly, for the delete procedure, we decrement the height of the
node from its current height to zero, and follow the same steps as those for insert. This approach
scales linearly [77], although there is contention to hold the lock.
The Optimistic Lock-based Skiplist [44, 45]. Herlihy et al. [44, 45] have proposed an optimistic
lock-based skiplist. It is optimistic because all searches are performed without locks. Only when
the item is found, the node and its predecessor are locked, and a validation step ensuring the list
has not been changed is performed. Each node maintains two �ags, marked that indicates whether
a logical deletion is performed or not, and fullyLinked that hints on whether the locked node
has been added to all the levels it should reside. During insertion, if the key is not found, all the
predecessors are locked up to the height of the new node � . Then, the procedure validates that the
predecessors are adjacent with the successors up to � , and they are not marked for deletion. Next,
the new node is created, and is inserted into the structure. Finally, fullyLinked is set when the
insert procedure is performed, and all locks are released.
The Unrolled Skiplist [75]. The unrolled skiplist [75] uses group mutual exclusion as its locking
technique. It groups multiple keys per node to achieve a better cache locality as well as reduce
the number of pointer chases. As multiple keys share the same node, multiple threads performing
the same operation on di�erent keys in the same node can proceed concurrently. In order for a
thread to join a session, [75] uses two algorithms. One algorithm uses a word to track the type of
the session and the number of threads in the session. When a thread wants to join, it repeatedly
reads the word and updates the word via compare-and-swap if it joins the session successfully. The
second algorithm uses an exclusive lock to protect. The threads push themselves into a queue and
wait until session is compatible.

4.2 The Lock-free Skiplist

(a) One CAS operation insertion (b) One CAS operation delete (c) A lost update

(d) Step 1 of deletion (e) Step 2 of deletion

Fig. 4. The lock-free linked list
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Harris [40] introduces a lock-free implementation of linked lists via the atomic operation compare-
and-swap (CAS). In Figure 4a, in order to insert a new node, say Node 26, the next pointer of
Node 25 is atomically pointed to the new node. However, the deletion of Node 25 with one CAS as
shown in Figure 4b may result in a situation in Figure 4c where the insertion of Node 26 is lost
because the insert operation �nds Node 25 before Node 25 is deleted. A two-step deletion can avoid
this situation by marking the next pointer of Node 25 as invalid with one CAS instructino, that is
referred to as a logical deletion. The second step is a physical deletion that changes the pointer
atomically. The design of the lock-free linked list can be applied to the skiplist [33].
In [33], several designs of a lock-free skiplist are included. A compare-and-swap (CAS)-based

design uses the idea of the lock-free linked list [40] as each level in the skiplist can be viewed as an
independent linked list. As there can be inconsistencies in concurrent deletes and inserts using only
one CAS as illustrated in Figure 4, a marking scheme introduced in [40] is implemented in [33].
The second lock-free skiplist [33] uses multi-word CAS (MCAS). For inserts, all writes are grouped
in a batch and are installed via a single MCAS operation, while reads check that the read location is
not owned by the MCAS operation. The third lock-free technique uses transactional memory [39].
Each node is treated as a separate transactional object. Concurrent operations on the same node
are performed sequentially within a transaction.
Harris [40] uses a two-step process to delete a node. In the �rst step, we mark the node’s next

pointer to indicate that the node is logically deleted. A pointer can be marked by setting the lowest
bit in the pointer �eld to 1, as the two lowest order bits are set to 0 in a 32-bit system. In the second
step, we physically delete the node. Using this two-step process we can achieve a lock-free linked
list. As in Figure 4d, observe that Node 25’s next pointer is marked in the �rst step, making it
logically deleted. Assume that node 26 is being concurrently inserted, it will now identify that Node
25 is logically deleted during traversal and will restart the insert process from the beginning until
Node 25 is physically deleted. This will avoid the problem of disappearing nodes, as mentioned
before.
The Lock-free Linked List with Three-Step Deletion [32]. The two-step deletion in [40] restarts
the insert process when there is a con�ict. Thus, the average cost is increased [32]. Fomitchev et
al. [32] use a three-step deletion process to avoid starting a failed CAS from the start of the list.
In the �rst step, we mark Node 25’s next pointer. Next, we create a back pointer to point to the
previous node, say Node 21. This is performed to prevent restarting the process from the beginning
of the list. In the �nal step, we physically delete Node 25. By following this three-step deletion,
When Node 26 is being inserted, it can start the traversal from Node 21 (with the help of the back
pointer) instead of starting from the beginning of the list (Figure 5).

(a) Step 1 (b) Step 2 (c) Step 3

Fig. 5. The 3-step deletion in a lock-free linked list

The Lock-free Skiplist with Three-Step Deletion [32]. Fomitchev and Ruppert [32] implement
a lock-free skip list that is composed of the above linked list. Each skiplist node that has : forward
pointers is divided into : nodes vertically. Only the bottom one (root node) contains the data. These
: nodes form a linked list vertically, and is called a tower. For example, in Figure 6, ⌫1, ⌫2 and ⌫3
form a tower. Both ⌫2 and ⌫3 have a pointer to ⌫1 where data is stored. Horizontally, a back pointer
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�eld is added to each node to facilitate deletion. Insert starts by �nding the right location for the
new data, and inserts the root node �rst. Other tower nodes can be added bottom up. Delete �rst
marks the root node, and utilizes the back pointers in each level as in the above lock-free linked list.
When the root node is marked deleted, the tower nodes are super�uous. ⌫2 and ⌫3 are super�uous.
Search in the skiplist helps delete super�uous nodes.

Fig. 6. A lock-free skiplist

4.3 A Concurrent Priority�ery Implementation Using a Skiplist
Since skiplists are ordered and provide a delete operation, they can be used to create a priority
queue by deleting the �rst (smallest) element. Sundell and Tsigas [84] create a lock-free concurrent
priotity queue based on the two-step deletion and CAS primitive. They also provide an extended
algorithm for lock-free priority queue using timestamps. This implementation scales well even
with preemption.

4.4 Concurrent Skiplist Java Implementations
In addition to a latched implementation of the skiplist, one can implement a lock-free skiplist.
ConcurrentSkipListMap, implemented by Doug Lea [58], is part of the java.util.concurrent li-
brary. This relies on Harris’s approach [40], Fomitchev and Ruppert’s approach [32], or Fraser’s [33].
This implementation uses Compare-And-Swap (CAS)-able node pointers. When a node needs to be
deleted, it is replaced or spliced with another node that represents a deletion mark. This technique
reduces space overhead by not using deletion marks, and can improve performance as well.

We represent the di�erent states of a node by changing the node’s values. If the value of a node
is null or if the next node is a marker node, then the node is deleted or is in the process of being
deleted. A node is said to be logically deleted when the value is null or when its next node is marked,
but is physically deleted when the garbage collector collects it. A garbage collector collects a deleted
node during traversal when it �nds a node that is marked as logically deleted (i.e., when the node’s
value is null). The key idea in this approach is to use Compare And Swap (CAS) operations to detect
an insert or delete in the data structure. Using CAS, we check if a previous node’s next value is the
same as the current node to detect modi�cations. If the CAS operation fails, then we have a thread
that has inserted or deleted a node in the same time that we are trying to perform our operation.
Thus, we re-execute the same steps till the operation succeeds.
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The search procedure is straightforward. The only di�erence is that if a node is marked or the
next node is a marker node, then we know that the node is in the process of being deleted. Thus,
the search operation should handle this case, and report Not Found.

In contrast, insert uses the search procedure to �nd the predecessor of the node we are trying to
insert. Once we �nd the predecessor, we store it in a variable to perform CAS for future insert and
delete operations. We store the previous node in a variable in order to detect a concurrent insertion
or deletion. Once the CAS succeeds, the node is inserted into data layer. Afterwards, we determine
the height by using the Algorithm 1, and insert the index nodes using the same CAS operation
to ensure correctness. A node is said to be logically deleted if its value is set to null. To delete a
node, say # , we perform the following steps. Refer to Figure 8 for illustration. In the �gure, for
simplicity, the index nodes for only Node 21 are displayed. Figure 8 illustrates the procedure for
deleting Node 21.
(1) First, using CAS, set the # ’s value �eld from non-null to null (Figure 8-1).
(2) Next, also using CAS, set the next pointer of # to point to a new marker node to avoid the

modi�cation of # ’s next pointer by other concurrent threads. This could happen during
inserts and deletes by other threads that are running concurrently (Figure 8-2).

(3) Using CAS, check the next pointer for the node previous to # over both # and the marker,
and change the previous’s next pointer to point to the marker’s next node. This completes
the deletion of Node # in the data layer (Figure 8-3).

(4) # ’s index nodes are deleted as they are encountered during search traversals. Node # in the
data layer will be garbage collected after all of its index nodes are deleted (Figure 8-4).

4.5 Contention-Friendly Skiplist Concurrency Techniques
The previous implementation su�ers when there is a hotspot. Nodes at the higher levels of a skiplist
are accessed frequently as all the queries start from the highest level. There is thread contention
at the higher levels, which leads to poor performance. Thread contention primarily occurs due to
inserts, when we raise the index layers, or deletes when we delete the index layers. Contention
Friendly Skiplist [25] avoids this issue by decoupling inserts at the data layer from those at the
index layers, similarly for deletes. It uses a deterministic skiplist to balance the nodes. Also, it uses a
background thread, termed the “adaptive thread”, to have the changes in the data layer propagate to
the index layers. Another key change is the use of a doubly linked node in the data layer, as shown
in Figure 9. Doubly linked nodes are needed to prevent the repeated �nd predecessor function calls
that can be performed in only $ (1) time when using doubly-linked nodes compared to $ (log=)
time for the earlier approach. With these advantages, the contention-friendly skiplist, also termed
the no-hotspot skiplist, outperforms the previous concurrent skiplists in the following ways:

• Search: Search is performed identically to the Java implementation (Section 4.4), except
that we do not use the findPredecessesor function whenever CAS fails. We just use the
previous pointer instead. Using the previous pointer of the doubly-linked list speeds up
the skiplist as findPredecessor is used quite extensively in the Java Implementation, and
with the doubly-linked list, one can avoid invoking it completely.

• Insert: Inserts are �rst performed at the data layer. The adaptive thread raises the level of the
node to maintain balance.

• Delete: Deletes take place at the data layer in a way similar to how the deletion is per-
formed in Java’s implementation. Because we have decoupled deletes in the index level, this
responsibility is handled by the adaptive thread.

• Adaptive Thread: The adaptive thread is a background thread that performs the raising
towers, lowering towers, and clean up operations.
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Fig. 7. Java Skiplist

Fig. 8. Java Skiplist deletion of Node 21

• Raising Towers: Because we use a deterministic skiplist, whenever we encounter m nodes
with the same height we raise the middle node. Thus, balance is maintained in the skiplist.

• Lowering Towers: Whenever the number of deleted nodes hits a threshold number, the
adaptive thread reduces the entire skiplist level by deleting the bottommost index layer. We
choose to delete the bottommost index layer as it has many items, and is less frequently
accessed compared to the higher layers.

• Clean-up: During traversals, if there is any logically deleted node, it is garbage collected
either by any thread that performs operations or by an adaptive thread.

4.6 The Rotating Skiplist
Although the no-hotspot skiplist avoids contention in the upper levels and remains lock-free, its
performance does not scale well with the increase in the size of the number of elements due to
high cache misses [28]. The no-hotspot skiplist uses linked nodes, and has poor spatial locality. It
also requires linear time to lower the level of the skiplist during rebalancing. The Rotating Skiplist
[28] addresses these issues by using a wheel and a global variable named “ZERO”. ZERO is used to
indicate the lowest logical level of all the arrays, as shown in Figure 10 where ZERO initially points
to level 0. A wheel is an array node, where by using an array, we improve spatial locality, and
increase cache hits. The Rotating Skiplist uses modular arithmetic to wrap around the array node
(level = (current level + ZERO) modmax-levels). The Rotating skiplist has wheels that “rotate" during
the lowering of the skiplist to balance the structure, and hence providing good time complexity
for all the operations. The Rotating skiplist contains a doubly-linked list in the bottom-most level,
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Fig. 9. Contention Friendly Skiplist

Fig. 10. Rotating Skiplist

Fig. 11. Lowering Towers

similar to [25], where this level contains the actual data. All the operations except Lowering Towers
are performed in a similar manner to that of a no-contention skiplist.

Lowering Towers is performed by one atomic instruction by incrementing the ZERO variable by
one. As in Figure 11, ZERO is changed from 0 to 1. All operations that are operating concurrently
to lowering towers will continue to operate normally. However, any new operation will now ignore
Level 0, and operate on Levels 1 and 2 only. After all operations operating on Level 0 are completed,
the garbage collector physically deletes Level 0.

The Rotating Skiplist overcomes several problems, e.g., having low-cache miss ratio, scales well
with the increase in size of the skiplist, and also lowers the level of the skiplist in one atomic
instruction. However, the main disadvantage is that the space complexity of the Rotating Skiplist
is $ (=log=) [28]. This space is caused due to the �xed wheel capacity that is predetermined at
the start time for each wheel [28]. We use a rotating skiplist to mitigate contention hotspots, and
reduce low cache misses, and thus enables the rotating skiplist to achieve peak performance of 200
MOPS/sec, and scales well with the increase in size of the skiplist [28].
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4.7 Multi-Versioned Skiplist
Multiversion Concurrency Control (MVCC) is an optimistic concurrency control technique used
in database management systems. MVCC keeps multiple copies of each data item that is being
modi�ed. Each user can see a snapshot of the database at a particular time corresponding to the time
when the user’s transaction has started. Snapshot isolation [15] guarantees that a transaction, say
) , observes a database that is produced by all the transactions that are committed before ) starts.
Studies have been conducted to compare multiversion concurrency control algorithms, e.g., [16, 79].
JellyFish. Both the skiplist of X-Engine [48] and JellyFish [93] are designed with the observation
that multiple versions of the same key are linked according to their timestamps at the bottom layer
of the skiplist. Searching for the key within certain timestamps may require to traverse the list in
reverse order if the same key at the upper layer has an obsolete timestamp. For example, searching
for Key 12 in Figure 12a lands at Value E with Timestamp 4 that is obsolete because of a more
recent value at Timestamp 6. Instead, both X-Engine’s skiplist and JellyFish organize a vertical list
to store multiple versions of the same key (Figure 12b). The insertion of a new key follows the same
process as that in the ordinary skiplist. However, for updates, JellyFish adds the newer version into
the vertical list with the most recent version at the second place of the list (The very �rst head
of the vertical list is part of the horizontal bottom layer and is not moved). The nodes for Key 12
are arranged in ordered timestamp as in Figure 12b. The Get operation starts at the upper layer of
the skiplist, and searches the target data until it hits the vertical list at the bottom layer. The Scan
operation traverses the bottom layer, and does not have to scan through the obsolete key-value
pairs. The read operations, both the get and range searches, bene�t most from this design.

(a) Skiplist that does not consider timestamps. (b) Jellyfish skiplist

Fig. 12. Multi-versioned skiplists with timestamp.

Ji�y. Ji�y [54] is another multi-versioned skiplist. Similar to JellyFish [93], Ji�y also keeps a
vertical list of revisions at each entry in the bottom layer. Each revision is associated with a version
number and contains multiple key-value pairs in the range from the rooted skiplist entry and
the next skiplist entry. Revision uses a copy-on-write technique and is installed atomically via
compare-and-swap to the list. The obsolete revisions are garbage collected. Ji�y also supports batch
updates. Several update operations that need to be performed atomically are put in one batch. All
update operations are stored in one batch descriptor. The revisions created by the batch updates
reference the batch descriptor. A node covering a smaller range has smaller revisions, and smaller
revisions are better for write-heavy workloads. On the other hand, larger ones are more suited for
read-heavy workloads. Thus adaptation to workloads is performed by adjusting the node size. Ji�y
uses an autoscaling policy for the dynamic adjustments. By monitoring the ratio of time spent on
reading and updating, Ji�y decides an optimal size of a node and performs node merges (so that a
node covers larger ranges) or splits (so that nodes cover smaller ranges) accordingly.
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5 VARIANTS OF THE SKIPLIST: TAXONOMY AND RELATED SYSTEMS
Figure 13 illustrates the evolution of the skiplist variants over time, and the various systems that
make use of these variants. All skiplist variants originate from the �rst skiplist [76]. Thus, we omit
the connection from the �rst skiplist paper.

5.1 Skiplists as Database Indexes
The equivalence between the skiplist and the B/B+-tree has been demonstrated in Section 3. Thus,
skiplists are used often in database systems. SingleStore, previously knows as MemSQL [4], uses the
skiplist as an index for its row-stores. Nitro uses a lock-free skiplist as its core index [55]. ListDB [53]
is a LSMT-based key-value store for Non-Volatile Memory (NVM), or Persistent Memory (PM).
ListDB has a NUMA-aware skiplist on persistent memory to realize a skiplist-based key-value
store. Hash-based key-value stores over RDMA mostly support point queries. A skiplist, supporting
range searches and being highly concurrent, is a good �t for an RDMA-based key-value store.
RS-store [47] is a skiplist-based key-value store using RDMA.

5.2 Skiplists as Part of an Index
Many Key-Value stores use a skiplist to store the in-memory data for fast concurrent insertion
while maintaining data in sorted order, e.g., LevelDB [34], RocksDB [6], X-engine [48], Redis [7],
HBase [5] etc. Skiplists have also been used in combination with other data structures to improve
the scalability of in-memory component of key-value stores, e.g., S3 [94], FloDB [12], TeksDB [35].

Fig. 13. The taxonomy of skiplist variants and their applications.

5.3 Skiplists In Operating Systems
The skiplist has been investigated for use in the Linux kernel since 2001. Its proposed use is in
replacement of red-black trees. One skiplist implementation outperforms the red-black tree in a
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multi-threaded testing [3]. MuQSS, a process scheduler, is also based on the skiplist [2]. A more
detailed kernel skiplist investigation can be found in [1].

5.4 Skiplist Versatility
As the height of each inserted node is determined via randomness, the skiplist does not require rebal-
ancing, which is di�erent from the B+tree. PebblesDB [78] combines the skiplist with Log-Structured
Merge Trees (LSMT) in the fragmented LSMT (FLSM). The skiplist is a hierarchical structure with
the most coarse-grained level on the top. This structure, together with the probabilistic nature, has
inspired algorithms, e.g., Hierarchical Navigable Small World (HNSW) [64] with proximity graphs
replacing linked lists. We will discuss more in Section 13.

6 ENFORCING DETERMINISM
We overview deterministic skiplists in Section 3. In this section, we discuss the search, insert, and
delete operations in 1-2 deterministic skiplists [68]. For insert and delete, the key point is to ensure
the gap invariant that between any two consecutive nodes at Height ⌘, there are at most 2 nodes at
Height ⌘ � 1 [68].
Search in the 1-2 deterministic skiplist is the same as that in the probabilistic skiplist. There is

one advantage in the 1-2 skiplist that, during search, it is guaranteed that after two horizontal steps
there is a descendance of one level [68]. An insert in the 1-2 skiplist is performed by �rst adding
the item at Height 1 (bottom level). This may invalidate the gap invariant by introducing a third
item of Height 1 in a row. Thus, the middle item is promoted to Height 2. This is repeated until
reaching the height of the skiplist [68]. To maintain the gap invariant during deletion, demoting, or
promoting a node may be needed [68]. For example, in Figure 3a, deleting Node 5 promotes Node 3
to a higher level, and the gap invariant is still maintained.

In contrast to a probabilistic skiplist, the height of a node in a deterministic skiplist is not decided
by consulting a random number generator, rather by maintaining the gap invariant. In the 1-2
deterministic skiplist of = di�erent items, the number of horizontal pointers in the worst can never
exceed 2= [68]. Since the insertion process mentioned above involves items to grow, this can cause
copying of horizontal pointers if these pointers are stored in an array. Then an insertion can take
up to ⇥(log2=) time [68]. If horizontal pointers are stored in a linked list, this reduces the time
complexity but increases the storage cost up to 6=. Munro et al. [68] use an array of exponentially
increasing heights and the allocated space is smaller than 2.282= pointers [68]. Also, the time
complexity of insertion is ⇥(log=) [68].

Both the probabilistic and the deterministic skiplists use active inserts, and deletes, meaning that
updates are immediately propagated to the index layers after the operations, which makes these
structures balanced.

Network overlay algorithms, e.g., [23, 41, 42, 65, 70, 82], use the deterministic skiplist. Determin-
istic skiplists are widely used by network maintenance algorithms. Dynamic overlay networks
are applied in peer-to-peer systems. As the skiplist supports logarithmic search and update, and
can also be made deterministic, the skiplist has become a valid candidate for network overlay
algorithms [23, 65, 70, 82].

7 ACCOMMODATING FOR SKEWED DATA ACCESS PATTERNS IN SKIPLISTS
Data structures often work e�ciently when access patterns are uniform, but access patterns are
often biased or skewed in many situations, e.g, locality in reference results in memory [85], disk [71]
and bu�er management [26]. Many data structures have been proposed to deal with these access
patterns.
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The Biased Skiplist (BSL) [31]. Ergun et al. [31] introduces a skiplist for biased access patterns.
The skiplist is constructed similarly to the ordinary skiplist except that the keys are partitioned into
classes, and data is copied either automatically or randomly into the upper levels. The motivation
for replicating some keys is that the frequently accessed keys can be replicated and stored in the
higher levels in the skiplist and hence are likely to be found faster. To assign keys to di�erent
classes, keys are ordered in ascending order by their rank A (:) (A (:) is the number of distinct keys
accessed since the last access to :). This ordered list is partitioned into classes ⇠1, ⇠2, ..., ⇠log=
contiguously where class size is |⇠8 | = 28�1. Class 1 is the smallest rank, which suggests that the
data should be accessed early in the upper levels of the skiplist. During construction, the height of
a key is determined by its class as well as a random number (details in [31]). Searching a key is
similar to searching in an ordinary skiplist. After the key is found, the rank of the key becomes
1, and it is moved to the front of the rank ordered linked list. Keys in other classes need to be
moved to di�erent classes due to the class size constraint. In BSL, the expected search time for key
: is $ (logA (:)) where . In a sense, this mimics Shannon’s coding theory [80], where frequently
accessed items get assigned a shorter code length. Similarly, in BSL, a frequently accessed item, say
8 , will require less probes to the skiplist before 8 is found, the reason being that 8 will be replicated
into the upper levels in the skiplist as 8 gets accessed more frequently, and hence is found faster.
The (0,1)-biased Skiplist And Randomized biased Skiplist [11]. Bagchi, Buchsbaum, and
Goodrich [11] introduce another notion of a biased skiplist, where each key is assigned a weight
F8 . The goal is to achieve faster search time than $ (log=) for highly weighted items. Bagchi et al.
devise two biased skiplists: a deterministic one and a randomized one. The (0,1)-biased skiplist is a
deterministic skiplist where the height of the item ⌘8 � A8 and A8 is the rank de�ned as blog0F8c.
Two invariants need to be enforced: (1) There are no more than 1 consecutive items of Height 8 ,
where 8 is within the height of the skiplist; and (2) For Node G and all 8 that are between G ’s rank
and height, there are at least 0 nodes of height 8�1 between G and any consecutive node of height at
least 8 . The (0,1)-biased skiplist can access an item in$ (1 + log(, /F8 )) time in the worst case [11].
The randomized version assigns the height of an item to be the sum of the rank-determined number
as well as a random number. It can achieve the above bound in the expected case [11].
The Self-adjusting Skiplist (SASL) [21, 22]. SASL is a skiplist that can promote or demote its
node’s height [21, 22]. Assume that there are = data elements in the skiplist and the height of
Node B is bounded by � = ⇥(log=). SASL also uses the access pattern and a random number to
determine the height of a node, similar to [31]. The horizontal linked lists of SASL are grouped
into multiple bands, which are similar to classes in [31]. The size of the band grows exponentially.
Refer to Figure 14 for illustration. Assume that there are 20 data elements in the skiplist and 3
bands. As in the �gure, ⌫1 consists of list !7 while ⌫2 consists of lists !5 and !6, etc. Each item
in the skiplist is associated with two integers, a random value A and a deterministic value 3 . A is
used as the random height within a band and 3 equals to the height of some band ⌫8 . A node, say
B , resides in ⌫8 if 3 (B) = � (8). For example, in Figure 14, if A (15) = 1 and 3 (15) = 4 so Key 15 is
in ⌫2 as � (2) = 4. The shadowed part of Key 15 in Figure 14 is the deterministic part, which is
height of 4. The height of Key 15 inside ⌫2 is A (15) = 1. Search proceeds as in the ordinary skiplist.
Adjustment is done after search. If the target element G resides in ⌫8 , G is promoted to ⌫1. A (G) is
not discarded for future demotion. For each ⌫ 9 where 9 2 [1, 8 � 1], a random element is chosen to
be demoted from ⌫ 9 to ⌫ 9+1. This search and restructuring takes $ (28 ) expected time. The detailed
proof is in [21, 22].
The T-List [66]. The T-list [66] is a skiplist that is constructed and modi�ed during search process.
The intuition is similar to the 1-2 deterministic skiplist [68] where the search process can only visit
no more than a �xed number of nodes in the same level. Mei et al. [66] de�ne a �xed span to limit
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Fig. 14. Self-adjusting skiplist (SASL)

the number of horizontal steps. Unlike the deterministic skiplist, T-List does not enforce a strong
constraint. Since insertion always starts by searching, the T-list is a byproduct of the search process.
During search, when the number of consecutive horizontal steps exceeds a prede�ned threshold
span, that node is promoted to a higher level. Refer to Figure 15 for illustration. Let span be equal
to 2. From the �gure, searching for Key 25 requires 3 horizontal steps in Level-0, which exceeds the
threshold 2. Thus, Key 25 is promoted to a higher level and next time Key 25 can be found in fewer
steps. To promote a node, only two nodes need to be locked for update: the current modifying node
and the �rst node that is on this level before current node. This can increase concurrency. Delete is
performed logically by inserting an invalidating entry.

Fig. 15. The T-list

The Splay-list [8]. The Splay-list [8] is a skiplist that is constructed based on data access frequency.
The idea is to promote the frequently accessed nodes to higher levels in the skiplist, and demote
the less frequently accessed nodes. The maximum height of a node, say D, is denoted by ⌘D . The
children nodes of D at Height ⌘ are denoted by ⇠⌘

D which is also the subtree of D at ⌘. The subtree
of D includes the successor nodes of D at Height ⌘ < ⌘D , e.g., the subtree for Node 15 contains itself,
Node 21 and Node 25 (shaded nodes in Figure 16a). In Figure 16a, both the head and tail store the
number of accesses of the subtree. Let � be the head. For each node, the left box stores the key,
and the right box stores the number of accesses to the subtree. Note that the height starts at 0. In
the example, ⇠1

15 = {15, 21, 25}; ⇠1
12 = {12}, ⇠1

� = {� , 11}, ⇠2
� = {� , 11, 12, 15, 21, 25} including the

subtree of Node 15. Assume that the total number of accesses to the skiplist is< = 10. Thus, the
height of the tree is blog(<)c = 3. For the descent condition, compute the sum (⇠1) of accesses
of the subtrees of the neighboring nodes D and E . If the sum is less than a descent threshold, the
node is demoted, and is merged into the subtree of its left predecessor. Similarly, for the ascent
condition, compute the sum (⇠2) of accesses of the subtree. If it is greater than a threshold, the
node is promoted. In the example, after contains(25), Key 25 is found, and the skiplist needs to be
adjusted in a backward pass. The �rst step is to increment the access number for Node 25. To decide
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whether to demote Node 21, ⇠1 = ⇠0
15 +⇠0

21 = 2, which is below the threshold. For the promotion
computation of node 21, ⇠2 = ⇠0

21 +⇠0
25 = 3 exceeds the threshold. Thus, the skiplist becomes as in

Figure 16b, where Node 21 is promoted to Level-1 and the access number of Node 15 at Level-1 is
changed to 1. Similar adjustments are performed to Node 15 as in Figure 16c. More detail on how
to set the threshold can be found in [8].

(a) The splaylist

(b) First three steps in backward pass
a�er contains(25).

(c) Next three steps in backward pass a�er
contains(25).

Fig. 16. The Splaylist and the promotion/demotion process

8 SKIPLISTS WITH UNROLLING NODES
In the initial skiplist [76], visiting a node requires multiple pointer traversals. Pointer chasing may
not be optimal for caches and on-disk structures. Several skiplist variants group multiple data
items into one node. This grouping is referred to as unrolling. Next, we introduce conditions where
unrolling can be applied to improve certain aspects of skiplists.
The Cache-sensitive Skiplist [83]. The cache-sensitive skiplist [83] has been introduced as
the linked list o�ers poor spatial locality. The nodes of a linked list are not necessarily located
contiguously next to each other in memory. This results in a cache miss every time a pointer is
chased when we move from one element of the next in the linked list. In order to address this issue,
Sprenger, Zeuch, and Leser [83] use a linearized fast lane that stitches the entire index layer into a
single array. The cache-sensitive Skiplist eliminates the use of pointers, and calculates the positions
of the child nodes by using arithmetic. This saves space, and reduces cache misses. Moreover, SIMD
instructions [95] can be used to further speed up operations. These bene�ts have the disadvantage
that the index layers become rigid, i.e., whenever an insert occurs, the node is only inserted in
the data layer, and after the number of inserts reaches a threshold, the cache-sensitive skiplist
reconstructs the new index layers. Similarly, for a delete operation, we delete the node in the
data layer, but we update all the corresponding positions in the index layers with the smallest
value greater than the deleted node. This is performed to avoid false positives during search in the
cache-sensitive skiplist. The cache-sensitive skiplist cannot use null value, as it cannot be compared
against the search value during traversals, so the only logically valid option is to copy the next
greater value. Due to all the design choices, the cache-sensitive skiplist achieves performance
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comparable to that of the Adaptive Radix Tree [61], and o�ers fast range search performance.
Another in-memory skiplist [91] separates the data layer from the index layer, and is SIMD-friendly
as multiple entries are stored per index node, and can be loaded into a single SIMD register.
The Write-optimized Skiplist [14]. Bender et al. [14] present a write-optimized skiplist that
works on external-memory of block size ⌫ to achieve asymptotically better insertion performance
than the B-tree and o�er similar range search performance. Each node contains pivots and a bu�er,
but the amount of space assigned to each is variable. Based on the promotion probability [14], on
Level !8�1, each node has ⇥(⌫n ) pivots in expectation, and on Level !0, there are expected ⇥(⌫1�n )
pivots. The smallest pivot per node is termed leader. In Figure 17b, the bold elements are pivots and
the number of pivots per node is di�erent. All the data items in the bu�er are greater than the leader
of the same node, but are smaller than the leader of the successor node in the same level. Figure 17a
gives the same skiplist as the one in Figure 3a but in a di�erent representation. Insertions are �rst
bu�ered in the bu�er area in the node until the bu�er over�ows. A �ush operation is triggered
to distribute each data item in the bu�er to the corresponding child node. If the height, say ⌘4 , of
data item 4 is greater than the current level, this suggests that 4 needs to become a pivot in the
lower levels. This involves node splitting and establishing new parent-child node link. Insertions
take $ ((log⌫n# /(⌫1�n ) amortized I/Os in expectation and with high probability. Its range search
returning  elements achieves $ (log⌫n# +  /⌫) I/Os w.h.p for 0 < n < 1 and block size ⌫ [14].

(a) The tree representation of the skiplist (b) The write-optimized skiplist

Fig. 17. The write-optimized skiplist.

The FlashSkipList [88]. The FlashSkipList [88] is designed for external �ash memory. Entries
are grouped in chunks, where the chunks can be accessed through skiplist nodes. The skiplist is
constructed based on the largest entry per chunk. This design saves the space for pointers and is
I/O e�cient as one I/O brings in multiple entries. Also, batched updates can be applied to the same
chunk at once [88]. More detail about the FlashSkipList is covered in Section 9.1.1.
The PhaST [62]. Persistent Memory (PM) is another example of external memory. PhaST [62]
also adopts the unrolling design to have multiple key-value pairs in the same node. We will explain
the whole design in details in Section 9.1.2.
Concurrent Unrolled Skiplist [75]. Unrolling has also been applied to skiplists that are designed
for better concurrency [75]. Each node is associated with one anchor key and stores multiple keys.
Each level of linked lists is ordered by the anchor keys per node. The keys that are within the node
lie in the range of the co-localized anchor key and the anchor key in the successor node on the
same level. Unrolling helps reduce the number of pointers in the skiplist, and thus improves cache
performance. Since the number of nodes is reduced, the number of promotions/demotions during
skiplist modi�cation is reduced. In most cases, insertions and deletions do not cause structural
changes, then locking a single node is enough to perform that update.
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9 HARDWARE IMPLICATIONS
In this section, we explore the implications of new hardware on the designs of the skiplist. This
includes the impact of new types of memory including �ash and persistent non-volatile memories,
and CPU architectures including NUMA awareness and GPUs.

9.1 External Memory Storage
9.1.1 Flash Memory. Flash Memory is asymetric. Its read and write latencies are not equal. It
has low read latency but high write latency. Moreover, �ash memory has the erase-before-write
constraint that increases the write cost. The FlashSkiplist data structure [88] tackles the constraints
posed in �ash memory by using a write-optimized component, a read-optimized component, and
a dynamic rearrangement strategy to achieve overall good performance. Since writes are costly,
the FlashSkiplist bu�ers the writes into a write-optimized component that uses an append-only
strategy to achieve high write throughput. As shown in Figure 18, lists !1 � !3 comprise the write
optimized component. Any new updates will appended to the lists in topmost level of FlashSkipList.
The read-optimized component is comprised of chunks of pages. As shown in Figure 18 the

chunks ⇠1 �⇠6 form the read-optimized component. Each node in the �ash skiplist points to a
chunk, and the value of the node corresponds to the maximum value allowed in the particular
chunk.
One important feature of the FlashSkiplist is the use of dynamic rearrangement that restricts

the length of the write-optimized list so that the read cost is manageable, and also the writes can
be batched and transferred to the read-optimized skiplist component to decrease the overall write
costs. Insert, delete, search, and rearrangement operations are described below:

• Insert: An insert operation is simply an append to lists in the topmost level of FlashSkiplist.
This takes O(1) time. In order to reduce the cost further, the FlashSkiplist uses a linked list
where the newly inserted node points back to the old node, instead of the old node pointing
to the newly inserted node. This way, one can modify the newly inserted node, and keep the
write-optimized structure intact free of any erases. As shown in �g 18 when a new command
insert 68 arrives, we append it to the list !1 in topmost level of the FlashSkiplist.

• Delete: A delete operation is inserting a ghost entry into top level list. Ghost entry is an
entry that indicates that the element has been deleted. For example, as in Figure 18, in List
!2 Element 31 is a ghost element, meaning that 31 has been deleted.

• Search: A search takes places in two steps. The �rst step is a Skiplist search that �nds the
corresponding list or chunk in which the key is present. The second step is to search within
a linked list or a chunk. If the key is in a list, then we perform linked list search. However, if
the key is found in a chunk, we perform a binary search.

• Rearrangement: Rearrangement is performed on a single list. Rearrangement of a list !8 will
cause each element of the list to be pushed to a lower level. As in Figure 19, rearranging the list
!1 causes Element 10 to be appended to List !2 and Element 68 to be pushed to Level 2. The
rearrangement of a list in Level 1 will cause each element of the list to be written to the chunk.
For example, if list !3 is pushed element 27 will be written to chunk ⇠3. Rearrangement is
performed to ensure that the length of the lists falls within a threshold, and is also to perform
e�cient batch write operations to the chunks (read-optimized components).

9.1.2 Persistent Memory. Intel®OptaneTM DC Persistent Memory (PM, for short), also called Non-
Volatile Memory (NVM), is a class of storage that is both byte-addressable as well as persistent at
the same time [49]. To guarantee data durability in PM, persistence barrier including cacheline
�ush plus store fence, is needed. In order to �t the skiplist into PM, the traditional skiplist needs to
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Fig. 18. The FlashSkipList

Fig. 19. FlashSkipList Rearragement of list L1

be modi�ed such that any updates to the skiplist are persisted immediately to the PM storage [92].
Oukid et al. [72] compare a persistent skiplist with a traditional DRAM-based skiplist. They �nd
that both read and write performances degrade in the persistent skiplist because of the high latency
of PM and the random access pattern of skiplist. E�orts have been put into designing performant
persistent skiplists in recent years [17, 20, 59, 62, 89]. We give an overview of persistent skiplists
below.
NV-skiplist [17]. The NV-skiplist [17] is a persistent skiplist that has been tested on a PM emulator.
The NV-skiplist adopts designs that reduce the PM writes: (1) Multiple entries are grouped into
one node, and remain unsorted within the node. (2) A bitmap is used to identify empty slots.
(3) Selective persistence where only the last level is persisted in PM while the internal levels are
stored in DRAM to keep only last level consistent and rebuild the internal levels upon system failure.
The NV-skiplist has introduced two optimizations. The �rst optimization uses the deterministic
design [66] to optimize search performance. The second optimization requires the whole key space
to be partitioned into several groups to increase scalability.
UPSkiplist [20]. Before diving into the details of UPSkiplist [20], it is essential to introduce
RECIPE [59]. RECIPE [59] is an approach to convert DRAM-resident indexes to crash-consistent
indexes for PM. These indexes need to follow three conditions: (1) Write operations are visible to
other threads with a single hardware-atomic store. (2) Reads and writes are non-blocking; writes
�x the inconsistencies. (3) Reads are non-blocking, and writes are blocking as writes do not �x
the inconsistencies. However, the lock-free skiplist proposed by Herlihy et al. [46] does not satisfy
these conditions as one write operation involves multiple hardware-atomic stores, and writes are
non-blocking as well as non-repairing.

The UPSkiplist [20] uses an epoch mechanism to solve this issue. Each node is given an epochID.
When this epoch is di�erent from the current epoch, the threads will compete to claim by a
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hardware-atomic store and �x this inconsistency. Thus, non-blocking-non-repairing operations in
the lock-free skiplist proposed by Herlihy et al. [46] are transformed into repairing ones.
Atomic Skiplist (AS) and Atomic and Selective Consistency Skiplist (ASCS) [89]. Write
latency is higher than read latency in PM. Moreover, excessive PM writes can result in hardware
failure. In order to reduce PM writes, Xiao et al. [89] uses a log-free design and all PM writes are
guaranteed to be atomic via the instructions CLFLUSH and MFENCE. During inserts, AS orders the
pointer updates such that the skiplist is recoverable without a log: (1) A list ! of skiplist pointers that
need to be updated is created; (2) A data node is created and �ushed to PM; (3) Update the pointer in
this data node to point to its successor; (4) Update the pointer of its predecessor; (5) Update the other
pointers in !. Since each PM write is atomic, AS is recoverable even if the system crashes during
insertion. ASCS relaxes the consistency criterion in that only the bottommost list is guaranteed to
be consistent while the other levels are persistent but are not necessarily consistent upon system
failure. Upon recovery from a failure, internal levels are rebuilt. This results in speedy recovery
compared to [17] where the internal levels are volatile.
PhaST [62]. The (Partitioned Hierarchical SkipList) [62] (PhaST, for short) is another skiplist that
is designed for PM. PhaST lowers the overall height of the skiplist to reduce the random access in
between layers. This is achieved by partitioning the data based on their range. Each partition keeps
its own skiplist index nodes. PhaST caches frequent keys in DRAM, and groups multiple data entries
in one node similar to the other write-optimized skiplists [14]. But unlike traditional skiplists,
PhaST keeps entries within one node unsorted. A node is augmented with a bitmap to indicate the
unused slots and a �ngerprint array. Writes are concurrent but node splitting is exclusive. In order
to protect reads from reading intermediate state, reads need to validate the maximum key of each
node after the read operation as the maximum key is the last to be updated during a split process.
Experimental results show that PhaST has higher throughput than the NV-skiplist [17].

9.2 NUMA environment
Parallel In-memory Skiplist-based Index (PI) and Parallel In-memory Skip List (PSL)
[90, 91]. PI and PSL are highly e�cient skiplists that work in NUMA environments. Skiplists have
a sorted data layer. PI and PSL partition the data layer into disjoint key ranges, and assign each key
range to a NUMA node along with the corresponding index layers. In PI and PSL, each node is an
array. Using an array node allows for good spatial locality, and enables the use of SIMD that speeds
up comparisons during the search procedure. In addition to using array nodes, queries are also
batch-processed. Incoming queries are grouped into a �xed batch size, where each batch is sorted
based on the key. After a batch is formed, each query in the batch is routed to the corresponding
NUMA node that operates over the key value. PI and PSL are made concurrent and lock-free.
A background thread is dedicated to guarantee load balance within the NUMA environment.

In PI and PS,L we use a background thread to reconstruct the index layers when the number of
deletes and updates reaches a threshold. This maintains the balance in skiplist. PI and PSL perform
queries and reconstruction in the following way:

• Search: A search operation will be routed to the corresponding NUMA node, and then will
perform search in the usual way. However, comparisons are faster with the help of SIMD
operations (since both PI and PSL use array nodes).

• Insert: An insert operation will be routed to the corresponding NUMA node. Next, the node is
only inserted in the data layer with its height attribute determined using Algorithm 1. After
the number of inserts exceeds a particular threshold, the background thread will propagate
changes to the index layers.
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• Delete: A delete operation will be routed to the corresponding NUMA node, and will only
mark the node as deleted. After the number of logically deleted nodes exceeds a threshold, the
background thread will delete the marked node in the data layer, and propagate the changes
into the index layers.

• Range Search: If the range overlaps multiple NUMA nodes, it is split into di�erent disjoint
sub-queries (start point, end point) for the corresponding NUMA nodes, and each subquery
is run there. Then results are recombined later.

• Reconstruction: After the number of updates and deletes exceeds a threshold, the index layers
are discarded. First, all logically deleted nodes are removed from the data layer. Then, each
NUMA node shares its data layer with all the other NUMA nodes. After sharing, each NUMA
node will reconstruct the index layer using the height attribute of each item in its data layer.

• Self-adjusted threading: It is not always the case that the skiplist operations are uniformly
spread among the NUMA nodes. Some NUMA nodes can have more queries routed to them.
In this case, PI uses self-adjusted threading by spawning threads proportional to the number
of queries it has. In the scenario that the number of threads uses all the hardware threads,
then the NUMA node will o�oad some skiplist operations to a remote NUMA node.

Similar to the Cache Sensitive Skiplist, a designated background thread is dedicated to reconstructing
the index layer of the skiplist.
The Braided Skiplist [53]. Since NUMA e�ect is more severe in PM compared to DRAM,
ListDB [53] proposes a NUMA-aware braided skiplist that e�ectively reduces the NUMA e�ects of
PM. The NUMA-oblivious skiplist may have data items scattered across NUMA nodes, and thus
searching involves both local and remote NUMA access. The braided skiplist is built on the skiplist
invariant that each upper layer is a sub-list of the bottom layer, and the upper layer does not have
to be a sub-list of its next layer. The upper layer pointers can only point to data within the same
NUMA node; while the bottom layer is connected via local and remote pointers such that any data
is guaranteed to be found starting from any skip list.

9.3 Other Hardware
9.3.1 GFSL [67]. GPU performance is impaired by random memory access and execution diver-
gence. Thus, GFSL [67] modi�es the skiplist to make it GPU-friendly. Multiple keys are grouped
into a chunk that is a cache-aligned. Each chunk or skiplist node is equipped with a lock and a
next pointer. Threads are divided into teams, same or smaller than a warp-size. A warp of threads
execute the same instruction. The number of entries per chunk is the same as the number of threads
in a team. During search, a team of threads reads the entire chunk with each reading one entry.
Next, the team of threads uses intra-warp operations to decide to continue the same level or descend
to the next level.

9.3.2 Near-memory Processing [18]. Near-memory processing (NMP) is becoming popular to
alleviate memory bottleneck. Choe et al. [18] present a hybrid skiplist for near-memory processing.
The hybrid structure is managed by two sets of threads: host CPU and near-memory compute
unit and the total accessible main memory includes host-accessible memory and NMP-capabable
memory. The data structure is split into two parts managed by those two sets of threads. With
the hierarchical nature of the skiplist, the upper levels are placed in the host-managed portion
to have an approximate size of the last-level cache, and the remaining levels are kept in NMP
cores. A technique, termed �at-combining [19, 43, 63], is used for supporting concurrency in the
NMP portion. Flat-combining data structures have a single combiner thread to apply operations
on the skiplist. Each concurrent thread posts its operation requests in the publication list. The
publication list is used for sending and retrieving requests. The NMP core is single-threaded, and
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the combiner thread iterates over the list to check for the unserved requests. Insertions are applied
to the NMP-managed portion �rst while deletions are applied to the host-managed portion �rst.

10 THE MULTI-DIMENSIONAL SKIPLIST
Similar to its tree-based counterparts, skiplists can also be used to index multi-dimensional data. In
this section, we discuss skiplists that can be used to index multi-dimensional data. We assume that
there are = total points, and each point is in the :-dimensional space.

10.1 Multi-dimensional Skiplist
Skiplists have been extended to support multi-dimensional data [69]. Three versions of the skiplists
have been introduced.

• Version 1: This version uses projection to represent all data points. We create : deterministic
skiplists, one for each dimension. To insert a point, we simply insert the corresponding value
of the 8C⌘ dimension in the 8C⌘ skiplist. Each node points to the memory location of the point
? .

• Version 2: In the second version, we have : skiplists, each ordered by a dimension, but in
addition, each node has : additional dimensional pointers that point to the same node’s
corresponding location in the other : � 1 skiplists, and one-dimensional pointer points to
itself.

• Version 3: In this version, we only store a point in only one node instead of storing the same
point in k di�erent nodes (once in each skiplist). This considerably reduces memory usage
as we do not repeatedly store the points. One disadvantage of this approach is that if the
points are not uniformly distributed in all the dimensions, then the multi-dimensional skiplist
degenerates into a single skiplist.

10.2 The Skip�adTree
QuadTrees and OctTrees are famous for indexing multi-dimensional data as they partition the
space into quadrants and hypercubes, respectively. However, quadtrees and octTrees can have high
depth $ (=), and also provide poor update and search times in the worst case. Eppstein et al. [30]
combine a skiplist and a compressed quadtree to achieve a balanced structure that can be used
to answer point queries, approximate range count, and approximate nearest-neighbor searching
queries.

11 THE INTERVAL SKIPLIST
One important variant of the skiplist is the interval skiplist [36]. Given intervals (01,11), (02,12),
· · · , (0=,1=) and a number G , we can �nd all the intervals that overlap the number G using the
interval skiplist in $ (;>6= + !) time complexity, where = is the number of intervals and ! is the
number of matching intervals.
Given an interval � = (0,1), the interval skiplist places Nodes 0 and 1 into the skiplist. The

interval skiplist places marker ‘I’ to represent the interval on forward edges using containment and
maximality rules [36]. A containment rule ensures that a marker ‘I’ will be placed on a forward
edge going from X to Y, if I contains interval (X,Y). A maximality rule ensures that there is no
forward edge corresponding to an interval (X’, Y’) that lies within I and contains (X,Y). Moreover, a
node X will have markers for all intervals I, if X 2 I.
Figure 20 shows the interval skiplist for the three intervals A = [11, 15], B = [12,33), C = [21,

56]. To �nd all intervals that contain the number 27, we perform a search operation for 27 on the
interval skiplist, and compute the union of all the markers in edges along the search path and also
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the marker of the last node we stopped search at. The search path of 27 is shown in Figure 21. Let
S be the set containing all the intervals that overlap the Number 27. Initially, S is empty, when
we traverse the forward edge from Node 21 to Node 33, we add B to S, and �nally, when we end
our search, we add all markers of Node 21 to the set S. The resulting set is {⌫,⇠}, so Number 27
overlaps Intervals B = [12, 33) and C = [21, 56].
The Interval skiplist [36] has been realized in the Ariel Active Database system [37]. Later, the

interval skiplist has been shown to perform similarly to tree-based alternatives [38].

Fig. 20. Interval Skiplist corresponding to intervals A = [11, 15], B = [12,33), C = [21, 56]

Fig. 21. Search Path for finding all intervals that overlap 27

12 THE SKIPLIST AS A PRIORITY QUEUE
A priority queue o�ers two operations: the Insert, and Deletemin operations. The skiplist is already
ordered, and hence can be modi�ed easily to behave as a priority queue. Two variants of the skiplist
serve this purpose.
The Lock-Based Priority Queue [81]. In the lock-based priority query [81], the skiplist is
extended using lock-based concurrent skiplists [77]. Each node has a �ag that is set to false while
inserting and is set to true when logically deleted. Inserts are performed in exactly the same way
as in the concurrent skiplist. Deletemin is performed by traversing the base linked list and �nding
the �rst node that is not marked as deleted. Then, the process locks and marks the node as deleted,
and then is physically deleted. This allows extending the skiplist into a priority queue. Because the
skiplist is a distributed structure and does not require rebalancing, it is a good candidate to act as a
concurrent priority queue with multiple processesors.
The SprayList [9]. The sprayList [9] is another priority queue implementation using a lock-free
skiplist and a custom “spray” function to achieve a concurrent relaxed priority queue that scales
well in high-contention scenarios. The DeleteMin operation in the spraylist returns an element
among the �rst $ (@log3@) elements in the list with high probability, where @ is the number of
threads. This relaxed concurrent priority queue reduces the contention among threads to compete
for the minimal node. The DeleteMin operation uses Operation spray that starts at a starting level,
performs a random walk that goes right horizontally and down vertically to the bottom level, to
�nd the returned node. Dummy nodes are padded in the front of the spraylist such that the very
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Fig. 22. Skiplist and the equivalent priority queue

Fig. 23. Skiplist with 11 and 15 deleted and the equivalent priority queue

�rst few nodes can also be returned by the spray operation. Detailed description of the spraylist
and discussion of its parameters can be found in [9].

13 SKIPLIST APPLICATIONS
Because of their appealing features, skiplists have been applied in various systems. They serve
a variety of purposes. For example, a skiplist can serve as an in-memory component in big data
systems [5–7, 12, 34, 35, 48, 94]. Also, skiplists can serve as indexes for entire data sets within one
machine or across a cluster of machines [4, 47, 53, 55]. Finally, skiplists can be used in network
overlay algorithms, e.g., [23, 41, 42, 65, 70, 82], use the deterministic skiplist.

13.1 LSMT-based Systems
Log Structure Merge Trees are used in NoSQL applications and databases, e.g., in the database
systems LevelDB [34], RocksDB [29], and FloDB [12]. LSM has multiple levels, each with exponen-
tially increasing memory capacity. All the arriving data, e.g., key-value pairs, are �rst sent to the
LSM’s in-memory component. When the in-memory component gets �lled, the key-value pairs
are compacted into a block format, and then is �ushed into permanent storage afterwards. The
choice of data structure for the memory component of many LSM realizations is the skiplist, as it is
a lightweight data structure that maintains the data in sorted order. Operations, e.g., insert, delete,
�nd, and range search can be performed in $ (;>6=) time. Once the main-memory component that
stores the skiplist becomes full, we compact this main-memory component that is already sorted
into a block to be persisted in stable storage. LevelDB and RocksDB use Probabilistic Skiplists. In
RocksDB, skiplists support concurrent inserts and lookups.
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13.1.1 FloDB [12]. An LSM data store has an in-memory component and a disk component. All
the operations, e.g., inserts, updates, and scans will �rst operate on the in-memory component
and will then proceed into the subsequent levels on stable storage, e.g., on disk. Popular LSM
implementations, e.g., LevelDB [34] and RocksDB [6] use a skiplist as their in-memory component.
FloDB [12] creates a custom two-level in-memory structure that improves performance with the
increase in main memory size.
The in-memory component can either be sorted, e.g., as in the case of a skiplist, or unsorted,

e.g., as in the case of a hashtable. Experiments [12] show that the hashtable is very good at dealing
with write heavy workloads, whereas skiplists are very good at dealing with read- and scan-heavy
workloads. FloDB’s main contribution is the use of a concurrent hash-table, termed the membu�er,
and a skiplist, termed the memtable. This two-level sturcture in main memory gets the best of both
data structures.

In FloDB, the membu�er (hash-table) is smaller in size compared to the memtable (skiplist). The
hash-table takes the ;-most signi�cant bits as a hash function. Whenever the membu�er is full, it is
compacted into the memtable. And when the memtable is full, it is �ushed into disk. The point
lookup, insert, and range search operations are described below:

• Point lookup (key): Point lookup �rst checks the membu�er, and if it is not found then we
search the memtable and then in the disk.

• Insert(Key, Value): Inserts take place �rst in membu�er, and if the membu�er is full, then
inserts are directed into the memtable.

• Range search (lo, hi): Since range search operations are faster in a skiplist, we by default
�ush the data from the membu�er into the skiplist and then perform the scan there.

In addition to the above operations, FloDB allows bulk inserts that insert a batch of key-value pairs
in ascending order into the skiplist. FloDB [12] stores the predecessor node’s path in order to speed
up insertion time for a node. It takes advantage of neighborhood proximity in order to improve
speed. Moreover, it supports concurrency.

13.1.2 S3 [94]. Similar to FloDB, S3 proposes a novel in-memory data structure that improves the
e�ciency of the overall database. S3 can seamlessly be integrated into LevelDB and RocksDB, and
is comparable in speed to Adaptive Radix Tree (ART) [46]. S3 uses Fast Architecture Sensitive Tree
(FAST) [52]; an index tree that �ts in the cache on top of a semi-ordered skiplist. In addition, it uses
neural networks to predict the guard entries and achieves comparable throughput to that of ART.
Search, insert, and compaction operations are described below:

• Search (key): Search �rst proceeds to the root of FAST, and �nally reaches a guard entry in a
skiplist. Then, it proceeds to �nd the guard range in which the searched key is located using
the regular search procedure of the skiplist.

• Insert(Key, Value): After searching for the proper place to insert an item, it is placed within
its guard range.

• Compaction: During compaction, we get a data distribution and query distribution. These
are fed into the neural network to predict good guard entries for FAST and the skiplist data
structures.

13.1.3 TeksDB [35]. Han et al. [35] observe that no single data structure can achieve both fast
point access and fast range search at the same time. Also, simple combination of multiple data
structures that are each optimal for one operation cannot work [35]. Thus, TeksDB proposes a
hybrid data structure by “judiciously weaving" two complementary structures: a CuckooHash [74]
and a skiplist. CuckooHash is responsible for point lookups and updates while the skiplist serves
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range searching. To save space and avoid duplicating data among the two data structures, the
key-value pairs are kept in a pool, and the two data structures only keep pointers to this pool.

13.2 Skiplist-based Key-Value Stores
In this section, we highlight several already deployed key-value store systems that heavily utilize
skiplists to map the keys to their corresponding values. The advantages of the skiplist are that they
keep the keys sorted, and hence facilitate fast search, as well as allow for fast inserts and deletes
as well as range searches. Moreover, they allow for high concurrency. Speci�cs of how certain
key-value store systems make use of the skiplist data structure is given below.

13.2.1 PebblesDB [78]. As the height of each inserted node is determined via randomness, the
skiplist does not require rebalancing, which is di�erent from the B+tree. PebblesDB [78] combines
the skiplist with Log-Structured Merge Trees (LSMT) in the context of the fragmented LSMT (FLSM).
Ordinary LSMT �ushes memory bu�er to disk �les, termed sstables and compacts sstables in a
hierarchical way [73]. Since sstable is immutable, the same data can be written multiple times
through its lifetime during compactions, thus data write ampli�cation is high [78]. FLSM adopts the
probabilistic design of the skiplist in choosing which keys from the inserted keys in each level to
split that level’s key space. These chosen keys are termed guards as no �les can span across guards.
Each guard has its associated sstables. Guards are chosen from the inserted keys in a similar way
as to that of the skiplist. This design alleviates the issue of write ampli�cation in the LSMT [78].

13.2.2 RS-store [47]. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA, for short) is a high-speed network
communication mechanism with low latency that allows direct access to memory in remote
nodes [50]. RS-store [47] is a skiplist-based key-value store using RDMA. RS-store’s skiplist, termed
the R-skiplist, follows a block-based approach, where it groups multiple skiplist entries into one
block. This saves communication cost as one communication can fetch a block instead of one
node of the skiplist. For increased scalability, concurrency control is required on the server-side
as well as between the client and the server in the R-skiplist. On the server side, an exclusive
access strategy is adopted to omit latches. The R-skiplist and tasks are partitioned into several
partitions, where each partition is accessed exclusively by one thread. Write operations that are
only performed on the server side are serialized within one partition. Since partitions are generated
based on the top level nodes, more than one thread can visit the same top level block causing
con�icts. It is resolved by a latch-free reference counting technique (Refer to [47] for further detail).
For controlling concurrency between the server and the client, remote read atomicity is guaranteed
by a veri�cation-based technique. A �ag on the block is set before every write operation, and a
remote read veri�es the �ag before reading the fetched block. The R-skiplist supports range search
without copying and sending data from the server to the client. After the client issues a range
search request, the server returns once with the starting address of the block, and the client can
issue remote RDMA reads to retrieve the next blocks.

13.2.3 ListDB [53]. ListDB [53] proposes a skiplist that is aware of the Non-Uniform Memory
Access architecture (NUMA, for short) [56], i.e., a NUMA-aware skiplist on persistent non-volatile
memory (PM, for short) [49], and uses a skiplist to build a key-value store. ListDB is a three-level
LSMT with one volatile level in DRAM and L0 and L1 levels on PM. During data �ushing from
DRAM to L0, ListDB restructures the log entries in PM as a skiplist. Thus, write ampli�cation is
reduced. Once the pointers between skiplist nodes are persisted via clflush (details in Section 9.1.2),
this skiplist is now in L0. Later, this L0 skiplist can be merge-sorted with the existing skiplist in L1
in-place.
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13.3 Network Overlay algorithms
Due to the balanced nature and the ability to e�ciently search and update the skiplist, it is widely
used in network overlay algorithms. Tiara [23] uses a sparse 0-1 distributed skiplist, and applies a
self-stabilizing algorithm for the skiplist. Nor et al. propose the Corona algorithm [70] that constructs
a self-stabilizing deterministic skiplist in message-passing systems. A distributed deterministic 1-2
skiplist has been proposed [65] and has been later extended [82] to support concurrency. Skiplists
have also been used in asynchronous video streaming [86] and VCR interactions [87] because of
their distributed and balanced nature.

The skip graph [10] is a distributed data structure based on the skiplist. The list in a skip graph is
doubly-linked. With # data items, the number of levels is$ (log# ). However, in a skip graph, there
can be many lists at one level. The bottom level (Level-0) contains all data items in a doubly linked
list. The upper level contains the same amount of data items but links fewer data items in one
linked list. Each node participates in one of the lists until the node becomes a singleton node that is
not linked with any other nodes after$ (log# ) level elevation on average. Each data item G is given
a random word of membership vector<(G). For example, in Figure 24,<(15) = 01. At Level-8 , all
items that share the same pre�x of Length 8 are in the same list, e.g., 11, 15, and 21 have Pre�x 0 at
Level-1 while 11 and 21 have Pre�x 00 at Level-2. Search and insert are similar as in the skiplist.
The skip graph is often used in peer-to-peer networks. It supports range searches while distributed
hashtables cannot. The skip graph exhibits logarithmic insert and delete performance, and can
tolerate node failures without becoming disconnected. More detailed analysis and discussion can
be found in [10].

Fig. 24. A skip graph with d$ (log# )e = 3 levels.

13.4 Hierarchical Navigable Small World Graphs
Hierarchical Navigable Small World (HNSW) is used for K-Approximate Nearest Neighbour Search
(K-ANNS) [64]. This algorithm can be seen as an extension to the skiplist with proximity graphs
replacing the linked list component in each level [64].

14 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The skiplist has become ubiquitous, and is being used extensively in big data systems. This paper
presents a survey of many variants of skiplists, and addresses the motivation behind each variant
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and its tradeo�s and its potential applications. We have surveyed new skiplist variants, their
motivation, and highlighted how they accommodate new functions, and how they apply in various
domains. We have presented a taxonomy of skiplist variants and the related big data systems that
make use of these variants. We have reviewed the existing systems that use skiplists. We hope that
this survey serve as a guide to researchers, practitioners, and end-users.
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